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Key vocabulary 

Transport This is the movement of humans, animals and goods from one location 

to another.  

Travel Travel is the movement of people between a distance. Travel can be 

done by foot, bicycle, automobile, train, boat, bus, airplane, ship or 

other means. 

Vehicle Something used for transporting people or goods, especially on land, 

such as a car, lorry, or cart. 

Aeroplane A vehicle designed for air travel that has wings and one or 

more engines. 

Car A road vehicle with an engine, four wheels, 

and seats for a small number of people. 

Train A railway engine connected to carriages for carrying people or 

to wheeled containers for carrying goods. 

Bus A large vehicle in which people are driven from one place to another. 

Bicycle A two-wheeled vehicle that you sit on and move by turning the 

two pedals. 

Boat A small vehicle for travelling on water. 

 

Aviation  The activity of flying aircraft, or of designing. 

George Stephenson In 1814, Stephenson constructed his first locomotive. 

Wright Brothers 

The Wright brothers –  

Orville (August 19, 1871 – January 30, 1948)   

Wilbur (April 16, 1867 – May 30, 1912)  

They two American aviation pioneers generally 

credited[ with inventing, building, and flying 

the world's first successful motor 

operated airplane.  
Amelia Earhart 

 

 (July 24, 1897; disappeared July 2, 1937)  

She was an American aviation 

pioneer. Earhart was the first female 

aviator to fly solo across the Atlantic 

Ocean. 
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Aeroplanes invented  

Wright Brothers 

1903 

Modern buses 1950s 

First driverless cars 1917 
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